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An updated edition of the best-selling 500 Cupcakes: The Only Cupcake Compendium You'll Ever

Need. This revised edition includes a new chapter, complete with fabulous photos, featuring crafty

cupcake creations; the fanciful theme-decorated cupcakes that are all the rage!
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This book has some nice ideas about mixing flavors and creating interesting cupcakes.

Unfortunately, the recipe directions are not very clear and leaves many questions unanswered when

making the cakes and fillings. I tried 4 different cupcakes and they all came out OK but not amazing

( I do have some baking experience). Over all I wouldn't recommend this book as a recipe guide,

but I would recommend it for its ideas of mixing flavors and varieties. I would use different recipes to

actually make the cupcakes and icings.

I was excited to pick up this book because of the unique and creative flavors, such as postacio

rosewater and kahlua orange, that set it apart from my other cupcake books. Unfortunately, I've

tried several recipies and found that the resulting portions are strange (15 cupcakes?), the cake is

very dry, and the instructions for preparation are poor. This book now serves as strictly as

inspiration for flavors and presentation. I would reccomend making the batter from another recipe

book/box and then using the 500 cupcakes recipes to adjust the flavor.

Not a legit cookbook. Mostly pics of same vanilla cupcupcake in a different cupcake paper and



different coloring in the frosting. What a waste of money.

I just love this book! All recipes are simple to make and its variations. The only thing is that it doesn't

have a section where it explains measurements, weighing, volumes and so forth; I had to research

elsewhere because I am a first time baker. Otherwise I highly recomend this book.

I'm definitely not a baker but the recipes in this book were fairly easy to follow. I had a baby shower

to throw and decided to make cupcake party favors.......banana cup cakes, peanut butter cream

cheese frosting, and a caramelized banana slice on top. Delicious. I was able to mix and match

frosting and cupcakes to create my own creation.

I got this book for my mom for mother's day, she loved it. She is in another state so, I had  send it to

her gift wrapped. This is such a convenient way to send gifts.A few extra bucks is worth every

penny, when you get the text from  saying your packaged has arrived, then calling your mom to see

"how things are going" and you hear the excitement over the phone of her getting a packaged

surprisingly. Awesome experience. A week later I called to see how cupcake making was going, she

had already read the entire book and marked many pages of cupcakes to bake. She absolutely

loved it.

I bought this book for my husband as he is now into baking all different kinds of cupcakes. He loves

it and so does my daughter! The recipes are yummy!

because this was written and published in England, the quantities were hard to follow. a recipe

would give 4 oz of flour. Now was that4 oz. by weight or 1/2 cup. there was no table to conversions.

therefore most of the recipes are worthless. i did contact thepublishers and they were more than

willing to take the book back and return my money. However it would have cost me 4 X's theoriginal

cost of the book to return it to England. therefore i am now stuck with a book i cannot use unless

someone can give mea conversion chart. i think s failure to mention the difference in amounts was

negligence on their part.
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